Stopdrop Tooling Scaffolding Tool Kit Belt includes a: Scaffolding Wrench, Ratchet Podger, Spirit Level, 5m Tape Measure and Claw Hammer.
All of the Tools come with appropriate Belt attachment point and 1m Black Coil Lanyards.

3 PIECE SCAFFOLDING TOOL BELT KIT

Stopdrop Tooling Scaffolding Tool Kit 3 Piece Belt includes a: 21mm Scaffolding Wrench, 5m Tape Measure and Spirit Level.
All of the Tools come with appropriate Belt attachment point and 1m Black Coil Lanyards.

4 PIECE SCAFFOLDING TOOL BELT KIT

Stopdrop Tooling Scaffolding Tool Kit 4 Piece Belt includes a: 21mm Scaffolding Wrench, 19/21mm Ratchet Podger, 5m Tape Measure and Spirit Level.
All of the Tools come with appropriate Belt attachment point and 1m Black Coil Lanyards.

5 PIECE SCAFFOLDING TOOL BELT KIT

Stopdrop Tooling Scaffolding Tool Kit 5 Piece Belt includes a: 21mm Scaffolding Wrench, 19/21mm Ratchet Podger, Hammer Podger, 5m Tape Measure and Spirit Level.
All of the Tools come with appropriate Belt attachment point and 1m Black Coil Lanyards.
SAFE TOOLING FOR WORKING AT HEIGHT

For more information on all of these products or to request a quote please log onto our website: stopdroptooling.com

Contact us on: (UK) +44 (0)1924 465 270
(USA) +1 281 492 0304
or via email: info@stopdroptooling.com

6 PIECE SCAFFOLDING TOOL BELT KIT
SDSCAFBELT06

Stopdrop Tooling Scaffolding Tool Kit 6 Piece Belt includes a: 21mm Scaffolding Wrench, 19/21mm Ratchet Podger, Hammer Podger, 16oz Claw Hammer, 5m Tape Measure and Spirit Level.

All of the Tools come with appropriate Belt attachment point and 1m Black Coil Lanyards.

SCAFFOLDING ACCESSORIES

SDSAR6D
Right Angle Safety Torch 6D

SDSCAFBAG1
Scaffolders Tool Belt Pouch

SDSB10
10" Spirit Level

LANYARDS

1m Black Wire Coil Lanyard With 1 Locking Screwgate Carabiners & 1 Swivel Attachment Point
SDCOIL3

1m Black Wire Coil Lanyard With Locking Screwgate Carabiners
SDCOIL32

*All of our tools for Working At Height feature dedicated attachment points ready for use with the appropriate lanyard. Colour coded sleeving and personalised engraving as standard.

**We can custom make Tool Belts for Working At Height with only the attachment points you require.